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How Deep Data Meets Big
Savings to Deliver
Comprehensive Efficiency§By deploying advanced analytics, leading utilities are
transforming their demand-side efficiency programs to
target customers across portfolios, identify efficiency
opportunities, engage customers continuously, implement
measures, and monitor savings and ensure persistency.Dian Grueneich and David JacotI. Introduction: The New
‘Analytics Age of
Efficiency’The era of advanced analytics
has arrived inmany key segments
of the economy. Analytics have
quickly transformed how internal
corporate functions operate andcial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author
and source are credited.
# 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reven how entire industries
identify and capture value. In the
retail industry, for example,
companies now leverage vast
amounts of transaction data to
inform strategic decisions
regarding product development
and supply chain management,
pricing, customer segmentation,
global go-to-market strategies,
and micro-targeted advertising,
to name a few. Similar
applications can be found in
financial services, consumer
packaged goods,eserved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 77
Utilities are more
motivated than ever to
find new and better
ways to achieve
compliance with state
policies requiring
aggressive end-use
energy savings goals.
78telecommunications, and
electioneering.1
This article describes how data
analytics are on the cusp of
transforming how we save
energy – ushering in what we
refer to as ‘‘The Analytics Age of
Efficiency.’’ Advanced analytics
are now fairly commonplace
between generation sources and
the meter (sometimes referred to
as ‘‘supply side analytics’’) to
help utilities, for example, better
manage grid operations.2 Until
recently, however, analytics
have been far less utilized
between the meter and the
end user, or ‘‘behind the
meter.’’
T oday, three fundamentalforces are helping to create a
paradigm shift in ‘‘demand-side’’
efficiency and are paving the way
for analytics to play an
increasingly strategic and
essential role. First, significant
investments in smart grid/
advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) across North America and
the broader globe have
exponentially increased the
availability of high-frequency
consumption data coming from
residential, commercial, and
industrial meters.3 In the past,
meters were read on a monthly
basis and thus efficiency experts
attempting to conduct historical
energy consumption analysis
only had a very limited 12 data
points per year of consumption to
analyze. With smart grid/AMI
deployment, it is now possible to
have 35,040 consumption data
points per year (from interval
meters that record consumption1040-6190/$–see front matter# 2014 The Authors. Publisevery 15 min) to analyze –
representing a rich trove of
information that experts can
mine to understand how,
where, and why energy is
being wasted.
Second, utilities are more
motivated than ever to find new
and better ways to achieve
compliance with state policies
requiring aggressive end-use
energy savings goals and some
utilities (e.g., Los AngelesDepartment of Water & Power)
are actively incorporating energy
efficiency in their long-term
power procurement planning
(as discussed elsewhere in this
issue of The Electricity Journal).
Cost-effective efficiency
procurement laws, loading
orders that prioritize efficiency
before generation, and energy
efficiency resources standards
(EERS) all place year-over-year
savings requirements on utilities
and pressure to find new sources
of efficiency savings.4 In
addition, EERS are often
accompanied by revenue
decoupling and performance
incentives, which ensurehed by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved., http://dx.doi.org/utilities are neutral to sales
volume and are financially
motivated to help their
consumers save energy.
Third, private-sector
companies, recognizing the
proliferation of data and a
market need, have developed
innovative efficiency analytics
solutions using high-frequency
consumption data to derive
deep insight into how buildings
waste energy. Importantly,
these advances fill a gap between
(1) insufficiently accurate and
more generic ‘‘yardstick-
measurement’’ approaches such
as energy use intensity, like-
building comparisons, and
even traditional energy
simulation modeling and
(2) time-intensive, costly
approaches based on
site visits and device
installations.
T he market transformationbeginning to take place in
efficiency programs through the
use of analytics is tremendous –
providing step-change
improvements for utilities,
customers, the environment, and
the broader economy. More
specifically, this Analytics Age of
Efficiency is helping utilities and
other program administrators
overcome long-standing barriers
to energy efficiency by providing
the following benefits:
 Increased scale: Reaching a
much larger proportion of the
buildings in a utility’s service
territory and identifying deeper
retrofit and operational savings in
that larger population of
buildings.10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 The Electricity Journal
eginning with the
ront end of commercial
fficiency, customer
argeting and
rioritization is a costly
ndeavor that often
ields sub-optimal
esults.
A Reduced time: Enabling
strategic targeting, remote
auditing, and portfolio-wide
analysis in a fraction of the time it
takes to complete on-site
assessments.
 Reduced cost: Identifying,
measuring, and claiming savings
with significantly fewer resources
than traditional methods.
 Expanded savings
opportunities: Identifying no- or
low-cost operational savings, in
addition to retrofit measures.
 Improved customer
engagement: Lifting program
participation barriers and
increasing customer satisfaction
through targeted outreach and
continuous engagement.
 Improved savings
monitoring: Enabling ongoing,
continuous real-time tracking of
efficiency savings to increase
regulatory transparency and
enhance measure persistence.T he timing of these advancescould not come at a better
time as federal, state, and
municipal policymakers – in the
absence of a cohesive national
energy policy – increasingly rely
on utility and ratepayer funded
efficiency programs to generate
ratepayer savings, carbon and
other emission reductions, and
general economic and job creation
benefits. The single-biggest
determinant of success, and
part of the rationale behind this
article, centers on how (well)
the utility industry and
policymakers understand what
advanced analytics are capable of,
and how to harness them in a
strategic, forward-lookingpril 2014, Vol. 27, Issue 3 1040-6190/$–see front mattermanner to deliver comprehensive
– and persistent – energy
efficiency. As with any
revolutionary technology or
process-based innovation,
widespread adoption
must be preceded by a requisite
level of understanding about
strengths, potential, limitations,
and use cases.
While advanced analytics have
the power to transform all major
customer segments (residential,B
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rcommercial, industrial), this
article focuses on the commercial
sector – which represents both the
largest consumer of energy and
the largest opportunity for
efficiency.5II. Commercial
Efficiency Past: The
Impetus for
TransformationDespite improvements in
building technologies, program
design, and market awareness,
commercial energy efficiency at
many utilities does not look
significantly different than it did# 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights r10 years ago. Efficiency industry
experts refer to advancements in
programs across time with
cautious optimism, but also
express an underlying concern
about the future of business as
usual. And there are compelling
reasons behind this anxiety:
utilities in numerous states
continue to struggle to achieve
widespread adoption, scale, and
depth of savings using traditional
approaches to efficiency program
planning, delivery, and
verification.
Beginning with the front end of
commercial efficiency, customer
targeting and prioritization is a
costly endeavor that often yields
sub-optimal results. Lacking
sophisticated tools to identify the
true energy hogs across their wide
portfolios and to reach tens of
thousands of customers cost-
effectively, utilities often default
into spending a disproportionate
focus on their largest customers in
which a one-to-one account
management relationship can be
maintained. The rest of their
commercial customers, however,
cannot be individually served at
scale. Instead, utilities frequently
resort to mass-marketing
solicitation approaches (e.g., bill
inserts) for various energy
efficiency programs, with little ex-
post insight into the efficacy of
such approaches. With a dearth of
historical consumption data,
targeting analysis at this stage has
historically been understandably
imprecise and unfocused – with
many relying on lowest common
denominator calculations such as
energy use intensity (annualeserved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 79
In light of measurement
challenges, the
commercial energy
efficiency industry has
traditionally operated in
what can be described as
‘one building and one
measure at a time.’
80consumption divided by square
feet) to target customers, which
provides little to no insight into
the causes of energy usage – and
therefore does not reveal much
about efficiency potential. Prior
marketing intelligence (e.g., who
participated in past programs)
has provided modest insight into
targeting, but once those
customers have adopted standard
prescriptive measures, such as
upgrading their lighting and
appliances, utilities and program
administrators often struggle to
determine where to turn next for
deeper savings.
C ustomer targetingchallenges across large
service territories are
compounded by traditional
approaches to identifying energy
savings measures within
buildings. Often treated as a
potential starting point for energy
efficiency, traditional walk-
through audits are frequently too
costly and time-consuming for
program administrators to deliver
at scale across utility service
territories.6 In addition,
businesses often find the
extensive on-site presence of
energy auditors to be an inhibitor
to their day-to-day business
operations. And, at times, the cost
and complexity of the retrofit
recommendations that building
owners and operators receive can
be overwhelming, leading audit
reports to sit on shelves as an
unproductive use of efficiency
program expenditures and staff
time. As a result, conversion from
on-site audits often fails to reach
double-digits in terms of1040-6190/$–see front matter# 2014 The Authors. Publiscustomer implementation
percentages.
The types of energy savings
recommendations (also called
‘‘efficiency measures’’) that are
promoted can be just as limiting.
Currently, auditors, contractors,
and utility programs focus
disproportionately on retrofits,
which require substantial capital
outlays and typically longer
payback periods. Meanwhile,
easier-to-implement, faster-payback, and low- to no-cost
operational savings
recommendations often remain
hidden in buildings. This is a
large missed opportunity because
operational savings not only
provide up to half of the total
commercial energy savings
opportunity, according to a
comprehensive analysis by
commercial analytics company
FirstFuel Software, but can also
help buy down the cost of more
expensive retrofit measures.7
Finally, monitoring and
proving the energy savings from
implemented measures represent
a substantial challenge.
Traditional engineeringhed by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved., http://dx.doi.org/calculations (and, in some cases,
the associated installation of
expensive tracking devices) that
are used to ‘‘measure’’ energy
savings can be time-intensive,
expensive, and idiosyncratic and
can lead to headaches when
public utility commissions and
other state regulators try to verify
the actual savings achieved by
utilities’ efficiency programs.
Relatedly, the incentives utilities
have traditionally provided to
customers for highly specific
measures (i.e., those whose
savings that can be ostensibly
calculated with reasonable
confidence on a deemed basis)
can be complex, confusing, and
administrative burdens to
manage. As a whole, in light of
these measurement challenges,
the commercial energy efficiency
industry has traditionally
operated in what can be described
as ‘‘one building and onemeasure
at a time’’ – a recipe that must,
and is, changing to achieve
increasingly aggressive
regulatory energy efficiency goals
and broader environmental,
climate, and economic
imperatives.III. Commercial
Efficiency Future: The
Advent of Advanced
Energy AnalyticsDeploying advanced analytics
on high-frequency consumption
data is ushering in a more
intelligent, comprehensive, and
scalable approach to efficiency.
Utility information technology10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 The Electricity Journal
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Figure 1: The Analytics Age of Efficiency
Asystems contain vast troves of this
smart meter/AMI derived
consumption data. By unlocking
insights contained in the data,
advanced analytics help utilities
and efficiency program
administrators harvest a richer,
more dynamic efficiency resource
and overcome traditional barriers
to widespread deployment and
scale (see Figure 1).
For example, limited customer
targeting through mass-market
solicitation is now being replaced
by data-driven, segmented
opportunity targeting that
systematically identifies the top
opportunities across entire
portfolios, while simultaneously
determining which commercial
businesses are of lower savings
value. Today, advanced analytics
enables time-consuming and
costlyon-site audits tobepreceded
(or replaced) by deep, remote
audits that disaggregate energy
into its uses (e.g., lighting, cooling,pril 2014, Vol. 27, Issue 3 1040-6190/$–see front matterpumps) and deliver customized
energy savings recommendations
to a building operator through
both online (software-as-a service)
and offline (trade ally/contractor)
methods. Such analytics-enabled
audits have an inherently
balanced, comprehensive
approach which includes a focus
on low- to no-cost operational
savings opportunities as well as
capital-intensive retrofits, both of
which advanced analytics can
uncover in a rapid, scalable, and
consistent manner (and that on-
site methods often miss).
Previously hamstrung efforts at
monitoring savings are being
replaced, or supplemented by,
analytics-enabled performance
tracking to continuously monitor
and report savings with high
degrees of accuracy and increased
persistence.
A s a result, the commercialefficiency sector is starting
to be transformed from ‘‘one# 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights rbuilding, one measure’’ to
holistic, ‘‘whole-building’’-driven
energy efficiency at scale. To
further understand these
important changes and advances,
the sections below take a closer
look at how advanced analytics
can accelerate every stage of the
efficiency lifecycle.IV. From One-Time
Event to Continuous
Lifecycle: End-to-End
Analytics-Enhanced
EfficiencyIn order to be useful for driving
large-scale commercial efficiency,
advanced analytics should not
exist in a vacuum. Rather,
analytics should effectively
complement and reinforce on-site
processes related to efficiency
implementation. In so doing,
analytics transform ameasure-by-
measure sluggish series of eventseserved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 81
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Figure 2: 75 Percent of Efficiency Savings Are Found in 25 Percent of Buildings
82into a continuous lifecycle of
energy savings.
 Step 1 – Target opportunities:
Through two simple inputs – a
year’s worth of consumption data
and a building address – for
thousands of buildings across a
commercial portfolio, advanced
analytics can pinpoint which
buildings, end-user segments,
and geographies contain the most
energy efficiency potential. These
approaches move well beyond
benchmarking methods that rely
on energy use intensity or generic
load shapes, thereby achieving far
greater accuracy of insight. When
paired with additional market
intelligence from utilities, these
portfolio screening
methodologies provide a game-
changing shift for the industry.U tilities can use suchadvanced intelligence to
determine strategically the order
in which they engage customers.
This ability can provide a
tremendous boost to overall
results. For example, program1040-6190/$–see front matter# 2014 The Authors. Publisadministrators have the
newfound ability, as is illustrated
in Figure 2, to identify the 25
percent of buildings that
represent 75 percent of the
savings in their commercial
portfolio, thus obviating the need
to conduct mass marketing.8
Equipped with analytics-enabled
targeting insights, utilities and
others can spend marketing
dollars more wisely, lift program
participation rates dramatically,
and design smarter programs.
 Step 2 – Conduct audits:
Traditional on-site audits come in
different types, eachwith different
uses (ASHRAE Level 1, 2, 3 being
the most common designation).
Analytics-based remote audits
provide a compelling value
proposition to ensure on-site audit
dollars are spent more
strategically,wisely, and togreater
effect. Requiring just two inputs
from the utility – the building
address and one year of high
frequency consumption data –
combined with local hourlyhed by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved., http://dx.doi.org/weather data, GIS-mapping
visualizations, and other publicly
available inputs such as tax record
and permit filings, analytics-
enabled audits provide deep
insight into the energy
performance of a building and
provide customized efficiency
recommendations. Some
platforms can analyze not only
electric consumption, but also gas
and other fuel types, such as
district steam, that invariably exist
within any building stock. These
remote audits can be completed
quickly, cost-effectively, and with
minimum upfront investment
from the building owner/
operator. Rather than being
discouraged by multiple
discussions and on-site
intrusiveness, commercial
businesses now face fewer steps
and receive customized insight
from the first touch point;
specifically, they can be presented
with savings opportunities and
analysis tailored for their building
as illustrated in Figure 3.10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 The Electricity Journal
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Figure 3: Top Efficiency Measures Identified by Analytics-enabled Audits
AR emote audits offeradditional advantages.
They use the same consistent
approach for each and every
building, relying on objective
analysis of usage data to derive
insight. In contrast, on-site audits
vary based on the relative
experience and end-use area
expertise of the on-site auditors,
who often have a single specific
end-use in mind and maybe even
a limited, pre-determined set of
measures they are trying to find.
In addition, by analyzing as much
as 35,040 consumption data
points over the course of a year,
remote audits using advanced
analytics identify operational
savings that are frequentlymissed
by on-site auditors who are only
there during a few particular days
out of the entire year and tend to
focus more on asset-related
retrofit measures. Not only can
utilities and their customers rely
on more consistent energy
performance analysis over time,
but they can also uncover deeperpril 2014, Vol. 27, Issue 3 1040-6190/$–see front matterlevels of savings opportunities
within each building.
For ASHRAE Level 3 audits
that are conducted to inform
capital-intensive efficiency
upgrades, remote audits provide
a strong complementary
capability.Advancedanalytics can
drive toward faster, more accurate
decisions about deeper upgrades
and help increase conversion.
 Step 3 – Engage and plan:
Energy usage insight alone does
not achieve efficiency savings.
Effective customer engagement is
the key to scaled implementation
andmeasure adoption. Advanced
analytics provide not only the
mechanisms to deliver immediate
insight to building owners/
operators, but also align with the
workflows of efficiency program
administrators, trade allies, and
contractors responsible for
conversion and implementation.A dvanced analytics firms areincreasingly partnering
with these ‘‘efficiency
implementers’’ to deliver a tightly# 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights rintegrated solution for utilities
and their commercial customers.
These program delivery and
implementation experts are
finding that, through analytics,
the difficulties associated with
multiple interactions and
complicated financial decisions
regarding efficiency upgrades are
overcome by targeted,
customized engagement focused
on specific insights and easily
accessible action. An added
advantage is that the user-
friendly remote audits engage
end-users based specifically on
their needs.
Advanced analytics allow
implementers and/or trade allies
to provide detailed information
regarding energy usage,
efficiency opportunities, and
financial payback in the first
customer interaction. This
approach enhances engagement
levels and facilitates the creation
of concrete plans to adopt
efficiency measures. Continuous
engagement can also influenceeserved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 83
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Figure 4: Multi-Stakeholder Approach to Engaging Customers and Implementing Efficiency with Analytics
84conversion of audit
recommendations. A recent
NYSERDA/ERS study has found
that conversion increases almost
threefold between the first year
and subsequent years when
mechanisms are in place to
regularly engage customers about
the identified efficiency
opportunities. (Interestingly, the
study also found operational
controls to be the most commonly
adopted measure in the near term
due to fast payback and low cost –
tying back to the value of
analytics-based approaches that
find additional operational
savings).9
 Step 4 – Implement measures:
Advanced analytics also provide
implementers with the tools
needed to create a step-change in
conversion rates and measure
installations. More specifically,
traditional implementation
approaches may rely on different
consumption data sets and
interpretations of energy
performance. With the use of1040-6190/$–see front matter# 2014 The Authors. Publisadvanced analytics,
implementers can now deploy a
consistent analysis platform
enabling decisions to be made
based on return on investment
and financial returns from
measures determined by the
advanced analytics. Themeasures
themselves are tracked via
efficiency Web portals that are
designed to include support for
both online and offline workflows
(see Figure 4).
 Step 5 – Monitor savings: To
understand the impact of
efficiency implementation and
ensure persistence of savings,
some advanced analytics
platforms provide an ongoing
assessment of each building’s
performance relative to its audit
baseline. One such tool performs
remote auditing by establishing a
weather and occupancy-
normalized consumption
baseline, then measuring the
deviation, at a whole building
level, between the baseline and
actual consumption. In thehed by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved., http://dx.doi.org/process, major non-efficiency
changes during the initial year and
following years are accounted for
and slippage in predicted savings
is flagged to enhance persistence
(see Figure 5).Whole building-levelstatistical baselining and
predictive analytics can eliminate
(or substantially reduce) the need
for both expensive tracking
devices and time-consuming on-
site visits to verify savings.
Through Web-based portals,
utilities and program managers
now have the tools to monitor
continuously energy efficiency
performance across a diverse
portfolio of commercial buildings,
rather than current approaches
that rely on a small sample taken
one or two years after measure
implementation. Driving long-
term, sustained engagement and
commitment or energy reduction
is enabled because building
owners and operators can track
the impact of their efficiency
decisions across time.10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 The Electricity Journal
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Figure 5: Advancing Baselining Models can Reveal Energy Savings and Ensure Measure Persistence
AV. An Analytics
Efficiency Leader: Los
Angeles Department of
Water and Power’s
Commercial Energy
Efficiency ProgramThe Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LADWP), of
which David Jacot, one of the
authors of this article, is Director
of Efficiency Solutions, is the
largest municipally owned
electric utility in theUnited States.
The utility’s total service territory
(with 4 million customers) is
matched in scale and scope by its
energy efficiency portfolio –
which is budgeted at $265 million
over the next two years to achieve
an annual 300 GWh energy
savings target.
D uring Mr. Jacot’s tenure,LADWP has embraced
advanced analytics to help
accelerate commercial sector
energy reduction, and is set to
deploy the nation’s largestpril 2014, Vol. 27, Issue 3 1040-6190/$–see front matteranalytics-enabled efficiency
program. LADWP plans to apply
70 different energy efficiency
parameters through advanced
analytics to rapidly prioritize
10,000 commercial buildings
across many different types and
sizes – representing the first
utility in the nation to do so at
such scale. Through this
significant exercise, LADWP
will select the top 2,000 buildings
(or 20 percent) for remote
audits based on a combination of
savings potential and propensity
to act on energy savings
recommendations. This exercise,
which using traditional site-based
approaches would have taken
5–10 years, will be completed
within 12–18 months, and
at less than one fifth of the
cost.
T hrough the savingsrecommendations found in
these audits, LADWP has set an
internal target for 40–50 annual
GWh in energy reduction, and# 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights r280–350 lifetime GWh. This is
equivalent to powering 50,000 Los
Angeles homes for one year or
taking 17,500 cars off the road.
Further, LADWP plans to partner
with the local gas utility that
serves gas customers in the City of
Los Angeles to incorporate gas
measure analytics and
recommendations into the remote
assessments and audits.
LADWP will actively utilize
remote performance monitoring
available through analytics to
track savings over time, ensure
continuous feedback from
customers, drive overall
satisfaction and improved utility
engagement and trust, and
create an enhanced level of
commitment to energy reduction
across its service territory. This
market leading technology will
enable sustained/persistent
savings over time, that are
transparent, and that
LADWP can rely on to meet its
goals.eserved., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tej.2014.03.001 85
86VI. Conclusion: A New
Frontier That Should Be
EmbracedLADWP represents utilities
that are leading the way toward
this Analytics Age of Efficiency
that we have written about. In
addition to benefiting investor-
owned and public power
utilities, however, advanced
analytics offer potential to
benefit all ‘‘demand-side’’
efficiency stakeholders. Program
administrators will come to rely
on analytics to drive down their
cost base and deliver efficiency
savings at a faster, more effective
clip. Regulators will come to rely
on analytics to ensure the proper
level of savings are delivered
and counted. Energy services
firms will come to rely on
analytics to open new market
opportunities and expand
customer bases. And
organizations providing
efficiency financing will
come to rely on analytics’
standardized approach to
energy usage analysis to drive
down the perceived risks of
project realization. In sum,
advanced analytics provide a
foundation to deliver the
key features for comprehensive
commercial energy efficiency –
true scale and a new technology-
enabled whole building
program delivery and EM&V
approach.
D espite a growing number ofanalytics-enabled
efficiency success stories and the1040-6190/$–see front matter# 2014 The Authors. Publislong-term potential of advanced
analytics, the use of analytics in
energy is in its early years. Just
as we have learned about the
promises, potential, and pitfalls
of advanced analytics from a
multitude of other industries, so
too must we learn how to
effectively utilize advanced
analytics for our industry – and
specifically for demand-side
energy efficiency. This article is
meant to provide an
understanding of where
we are today and what is
possible in the future, as well as
begin a discussion of the
Analytics Age of Efficiency. We
are excited to continue this
dialogue and see a bright future
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